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Oil-spills in the Mediterranean and Contingency Planning

For years the use of chemical dispersants in com-
bating oil-spills dismayed many environmentalists as
they feared that the toxic products did more harm to
marine life than did the spilled petroleum. Research has
now led to the use of less dangerous chemicals. None-
theless, the French held down the use of chemical dis-
persants in handling the Amoco Cadiz disaster last
year, and those they did employ were far less toxic than
the chemicals used in the Torrey Canyon disaster 11
years earlier. Even considering the state of pertinent
scientific knowledge at that time, the advice followed
soon emerged as faulty.

The controversial subject of chemical dispersants was
discussed by 34 oil-spill experts from 14 Mediterranean
countries and the European Economic Community at a
recent Workshop in Malta that was jointly sponsored by
the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP)
and the Inter-Governmental Maritime Consultative
Organization (IMCO). The Workshop was held at the
Regional Oil-Combating Centre on Manoel Island near
Valletta, capital of Malta, and there was general agree-
ment among the participants that more studies were
needed on the various methods of applying chemical
dispersants and on their effects on marine resources.

Although the name of the Centre conjures up images
of oil-fighters waiting to rush off in boats with barrels
and brooms to a spill anywhere in the Mediterranean,
this is not its role. Rather, it is intended to serve as a
communications coordination centre in the event of a
major spill. Under IMCO's technical guidance, the Malta
Centre also gathers information on the national oil-
combating capabilities of the 17 states participating in
UNEP's Mediterranean Action Plan. In this connection
it has compiled a useful inventory of their oil-spill
experts and equipment.

The regional Centre encourages Mediterranean
countries to draw up national oil-spill contingency plans,
disseminates the latest technological information, and
helps to arrange for the training of technicians. While it
is not considered an operational headquarters, the
Centre could, if requested by a country or countries
endangered by a major spill, coordinate clean-up action.
In this connection it is interesting to note that the
Director of the Centre, Philippe Le Lourd, reported to
the Workshop on a communications exercise involving
the exchange of messages between the Centre and 17
Mediterranean countries between 28 June and 7 July of
last year. It was made clear in the initial message that the
intention was to test communications in case of an oil-
spill. Six answers were received within three hours, three
more within 24 hours, and three further ones after 24
hours, while five countries did not reply at all. Partici-
pants were accordingly asked to find ways of improving
communications.

The risk of a major oil-spill is high in the Mediter-
ranean owing particularly to the density of tanker
traffic. No individual Mediterranean country could well
cope with the consequences of a really catastrophic oil-
spill. On the other hand, it would not be economically
feasible to tie up substantial resources to combat a
disaster that might not occur for 10 or even 20 years.
Consequently, joint contingency planning by Mediter-
ranean countries seems to be the best method available
to deal with any accidental major pollution of the sea
by oil.

Paul Evan Ress
European Regional Information Officer
United Nations Environment Programme
Palais des Nations
1211 Geneva 10 Switzerland.
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